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CHAPTER-1 
STONES 

1.0 Introduction: 
All the building structures are composed of different types of materials. These materials are 
either called building materials or materials of construction. It is very essential for a builder, 
may be an architecture or engineer or contractor, to become conversant thoroughly with these 
building materials. 
The knowledge of different types of material, their properties and uses for different purposes 
provides and important tool in the hands of the builders in achieving economy in material cost. 
The material cost in a building ranges 30 to 50 percent cost of total cost construction. In 
addition to material economy, the correct use of material results in better structural strength, 
functional efficiency and esthetic appearance 
1.1 Classification of Rocks: 
Building stones are obtained from rocks occurring in nature and classified in three ways. 
1. Geological classification 
2. Physical classification 
3. Chemical classification 
I. Geological Classification: 
According to this classification, the rocks are of the following types. 
Building Materials & Construction 
a. Igneous rocks: Rocks that are formed by cooling of Magana (molten or pasty rocky material) 
are known as igneous rocks. 
Eg: Granite, Basalt and Dolerite etc. 
b. Sedimentary rocks: these rocks are formed by the deposition of production of weathering on 
the pre-existing rocks. 
Examples: gravel, sandstone, limestone, gypsum, lignite etc. 
c. Metamorphic rocks. These rocks are formed by the change in character of the pre-existing 
rocks. Igneous as well as sedimentary rocks are changed in character when they are subject to 
great heat and pressure. Known as metamorphism. 
Examples: Quartzite, Schist, Slate, Marble and Gneisses. 
 
II. Physical Classification: 
This classification based on general structure of rocks. According to this, the rocks are classified 
into three types 
a. Stratified Rocks: These rocks posses planes of stratification or cleavage and such rocks can be 
easily split along these planes 
Ex: sedimentary rocks 
b. An stratified rocks: The structure may be crystalline granular or compact granular.  
Examples: Igneous rocks and Sedimentary rocks affected by movements of the earth. 



c. Foliated Rocks: These rocks have a tendency to split up in a definite direction only. Ex: 
Metamorphic rocks. 
III. Chemical Classification: 
According to this classification rocks are classified into three types. 
Stones  
a. Siliceous rocks: In these rocks, silica is predominates. The rocks are hard; durable and not 
easily effected by weathering 
agencies. Ex: Granite, Quartzite, etc. 
b. Argillaceous Rocks: In these rocks, clay predominates. The rocks may be dense and compact 
or may be soft. 
Ex: slates, Laterites etc. 
c. Calcareous rocks: In these rocks, calcium carbonate predominates. The durability to these 
rocks will depend upon the constituents present in surrounding atmosphere.  
Ex: Lime Stone,marble etc. 
 
1.2 Uses of stones: 
1. Structure: Stones are used for foundations, walls, columns, lintels, arches, roofs, floors, damp 
proof course etc. 
2.Face works. Stones are adopted to give massive appearance to the structure. Wall are of 
bricks and facing is done in stones of desired shades. This is known as composite masonry. 
3. Paving stones: These are used to cover floor of building of various types such as residential, 
commercial, industrial etc. They are also adopted to form paving of roads, foot paths etc. 
4. Basic material: Stones are disintegrated and converted to form a basic material for cement 
concrete, morum of roads, calcareous cements, artificial stones, hallow blocks etc. 
5.Misalliances: Stones are also used for 
 (i) ballast for railways  
(ii) flux in blast furnace 
 (iii) Blocks in the construction of bridges, piers, abutments, retaining walls, 
light houses, dams etc. 
 
1.3 Qualities of a good building stone: 
The following are the qualities or requirements of a good building stone. 
1. Crushing strength: For a good building stone, the crushing strength should be greater than 
l000kg per cm2. 
2. Appearance: Good building stone should be a uniform colour, and free from clay holes, spots 
of other colour bands etc capable of preserving the colour for longtime. 
3. Durability: A good building stone should be durable. The factors like heat and cold 
alternative wet and dry, dissolved gases in rain, high wind velocity etc affect the durability. 
4. Fracture: For good building stone its fracture should be sharp, even and clear. 
5. Hardness: The hardness greater than 17, treated as hard used in road works. It is between 14 
to 17, medium hardness, less 14 said be poor hardness. 
6. Percentage wear: For a good building stone, the percentage wear should be equal to or less 
then 3 percent. 



7. Resistance to fire: A good building stone be fire proof. Sandstone, Argillaceous stone resists 
fire quite well 
8. Specific gravity: For a good building stone the specific gravity should be greater then 8.7 or 
so. 
9. Texture: A good building stone should have compact fine crystalline structure should be free 
from cavities, cracks or patches of stuff or loose material. 
10. Water absorption: For a good building stone, the percentage absorption by weight after 24 
hours should not exceed 0.60. 
11. Seasoning: Stones should be well seasoned before putting into use. A period of about 6 to 
12 months is considered to be sufficient for proper seasoning. 
12. Toughness Index: Impact test, the value of toughness less than 13 – Not tough, between 13 
and 19 – Moderate, greater than 19- high 
 

REQUIREMENTS OF GOOD BUILDING STONES 

The following are the quality requirements of good building stones: 

1. STRENGTH 

Generally most of the building stones have high strength to resist the load coming on it. 
Therefore it is not of prime concern when it comes to check the quality of stones. But when the 
stones are to be used in large structures, it becomes necessary to check the compressive 
strength of stones. 

Compressive strength of building stones generally fall within the range of 60 to 200N/mm2. 

2. DURABILITY 

Building stones should be capable to resist the adverse effects of natural forces like wind, rain 
and heat. It must be durable and should not deteriorate due to the adverse effects of the above 
natural forces. 

3. HARDNESS 

When stones are used in floors, pavements or aprons of bridges, they become subjected to 
wearing and abrasive forces caused by movement of men or machine over them. So it is 
required to test hardness of stone. 

Hardness of stone is determined by Mohs scale. 

4. TOUGHNESS 

Toughness of stones means it ability to resist impact forces. Building stones should be tough 
enough to sustain stresses developed due to vibrations. The vibrations may be due to the 
machinery mounted over them or due to the loads moving over them. The stone aggregates 
used in the road constructions should be tough. 

5. SPECIFIC GRAVITY 



The more the specific gravity of stone, the more heavier and stronger the stone is. 

Therefore stones having higher specific gravity values should be used for the construction of 
dams, retaining walls, docks and harbors. The specific gravity of good building stone is between 
2.4 and 2.8. 

6. POROSITY AND ABSORPTION 

Porosity of building stones depend upon the mineral constituent and structural formation of 
the parent rock. If stones used in building construction are porous then rain water can easily 
enter into the pore spaces and cause damage to the stones. Therefore building stone should 
not be porous. 

Water absorption of stone is directly proportional to the porosity of rock. If a stone is more 
porous then it will absorb more water and cause more damage to stone. 

In higher altitudes, the freezing of water in pores takes place and it results into the 
disintegration of the stone. 

Permissible limits of water absorption for some the commonly used building stones are as 
follow. 

Type of Stone Maximum limit of Water Absorption (%) 

Sandstone 10 

Limestone 10 

Granite 1 

Shale 10 

Slate 1 

Quartzite 3 

7. DRESSING 

Giving required shape to the stone is called dressing. It should be easy to dress so that the cost 
of dressing is reduced. However, the care should be taken so that, this is not be at the cost of 
the required strength and the durability. 



8. APPEARANCE 

In case of the stones to be used for face works, where appearance is a primary requirement, its 
colour and ability to receive polish is an important factor. 

Light colored stones are more preferred than dark colored stones as the colour are likely to 
fade out with time. 

9. SEASONING 

Good stones should be free from the quarry sap. Lateritic stones should not be used for 6 to 12 
months after quarrying. They are allowed to get rid of quarry sap by the action of nature. This 
process of removing quarry sap is called seasoning. 

10. WORKABILITY 

Stone should be workable. Stone is said to be workable when the work involved in stone 
working (such as cutting, dressing & shaping) is economical and easy to conduct. 

11. COST 

Cost is an important consideration in selecting a building material. Proximity of the quarry to 
building site brings down the cost of transportation and hence the cost of stones comes down. 

12. FIRE RESISTANCE 

Stones should be free from calcium carbonate, oxides of iron, and minerals having different 
coefficients of thermal expansion. Igneous rock show marked disintegration principally because 
of quartz which disintegrates into small particles at a temperature of about 575°C. Limestone, 
however, can withstand a little higher temperature; i.e. up to 800°C after which they 
disintegrate. 
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• QUARRYINFG OF STONES:  

• Stones are extracted from natural rocks in different sizes. The various methods which 
are involved in the extraction of stones from rock beds are collectively termed as 
“Quarrying of Stones”. 

• Open part of the natural rock from which useful material is obtained is known as quarry. 

• For this purpose particular rock is inspected (checked) for particular work and then 
quarrying operations are to be started. 

• Methods of quarrying: 

• It is depending upon the rock and purpose for which it is to be used. 

• Commonly two methods are used for quarrying. 

• (1) Quarrying by digging 

• (2) Quarrying by blasting 

• (1) Quarrying by digging:  

• This is done by three methods. 

• (a) By driving steel wedges into fissures:  

• Fissures, cracks, planes of cleavages are all weak points in the rock and by taking the 
advantage of these weak points, steel wedges are driven in these natural fissures or 
cracks, so that rock splits easily. 

• (b) By drilling artificial line of holes:  

• Some times line of holes (in rows) is drilled with the help of chisel and hammer. Thus, 
the solidity of rock mark is divided into small portions and artificial fissures are made. 
Steel wedges are driven in these artificially made fissures. Then all the wedges are 
hammered simultaneously and consequently the rock cracks along the face of holes. 

• (c) By swelling hard wooden pegs:  

• Some times hard wooden pegs are driven in either natural or artificially made fissures 
and are kept soaked with water. And in this way rock is splitted. 

• (d) Quarrying by blasting:  

• When the rock is very hard and unfissured then quarrying is done by blasting. Blasting is 
the process of loosening the hard and closely packed material with the help of explosive 
materials. Various explosives which are used for blasting purposes are: 



• Gun powder or black powder 

• Dynamite 

• Cordite Detonator 

• Fuses 

But mostly two explosives are used which are gun powder and dynamite. Where gun powder is 
the mixture of potassium nitrate, charcoal and sulphur and dynamite is the mixture of 
nitroglycerine. 

There are four main operations are involved in blasting. 

• Boring hole in the rock 

• Charging with the explosives 

• Tamping 

• Firing. 

• DRESSING OF STONES:  

• Dressing of stones is a process in which their surfaces are prepared to a form, fit to be 
used for any constructional purpose. Dressing is according to the type of work and 
demand. 

• Purpose of Dressing:  

• To give them good looking. 

• To provide horizontal and vertical joints in the masonry. 

• To make them fit, to be used for particular construction. 

Generally to give them neat/good appearance. 

• Methods of Dressing  

 Rough dressing Fair dressing OR 

•     Dressing at quarry site:Dressing at construction site 

•  Scabbling Hammering Self faced, quarry faced Chisel     Tooled         Fluted           
Pointed 

•  (1) ROUGH DRESSING OR DRESSING AT QUARRY SITE: 

• There are three main methods of rough dressing, which are a sunder: 

• (i) Scabbling:  



• In scabbling only irregular angels are taken off with a scabbling hammer and therefore 
that dressing is called scabbling. 

• (ii) Hammer Dressing:  

• In hammer dressing stones are roughly dressed at a site with the help of quarry hammer 
and therefore work is called hammer dressing. 

• (iii) Self faced, quarry faced (OR) Rock faced Dressing:  

• In this type of dressing, stone are only splitted into either as face stones or as corner 
stones and nothing special is done. 

• (2) FAIR DRESSING OR DRESSING AT BUILDING SITE:  

• There are four main methods of Fair dressing, which are a sunder: 

• (i) Chiseled Dressing:  

• About one inch width on all the four sides of the exposed surfaces of the stones is 
chiseled to give them a better appearance. This work is done with the help of chisel 
made of cast iron. 
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INTRODUCTION TO BRICKS: 

Bricks are obtained by moulding clay in rectangular blocks of uniform size and then by 
drying and burning these blocks. As bricks are of uniform size, they can be properly 
arranged, light in weight and hence bricks replace stones. Bricks are widely used in 
building construction because of their adequate strength, durability, availability and low 
cost. They can be made in desired shape and size. 

Composition of good Brick Earth  

Following are the constituents of good brick earth:  
According to IS: 2117 – 1975, the clay for bricks should preferably conform to the 
following composition for good results:  
1. Alumina or clay : 20 to 30% by weight  
2. Silt : 20 to 35% by weight 
 3. Silica or Sand : 35 to 50% by weight  
4. Other ingredients(Lime (CaO), Iron oxide(FeO), Magnesia Oxide(MgO), 
Manganese(Mn), Sodium, Potash, etc) : 1 to 2 % by weight  
NOTE: · The total content of clay and silt shall not be less than 50% by weight. · 
The total soluble minerals should not be more than 1% by weight. 
 
Function of various ingredients of Brick Earth  



Following are the constituents of good brick earth and their functions:  
1. Alumina: It is the chief constituent of every kind of clay. A good brick earth should 
contain about 20% to 30% of alumina. This constituent imparts plasticity to the earth so 
that it can be moulded. If alumina is present in excess, with inadequate quantity of sand, 
the raw bricks shrink and warp on drying and become too hard when burnt  
2. Silica: It exists in clay either as free or combined. As free sand, it is mechanically 
mixed with clay and in combined form it exists in chemical composition with alumina. A 
good brick earth should contain about 50% to 60% of silica. The presence of this 
constituent prevents cracking, shrinking and warping of raw bricks. It thus imparts 
uniform shape to the bricks. The durability of bricks depends on the proper proportion 
of silica in brick earth. The excess of silica destroys the cohesion between particles and 
the bricks become brittle. 
3. Lime: A small quantity of lime not exceeding 5 % is desirable in good brick earth. It 
should be present in a very finely powered state, otherwise it causes flaking on the 
bricks. The lime prevents shrinkage of raw bricks. The excess of lime causes the brick to 
melt and hence its shape is lost. The lumps of lime if present are converted into quick 
lime after burning and this quick lime slakes and expands in presence of moisture. Such 
an action results in splitting of bricks into pieces.  
4. Oxide of iron: A small quantity of oxide of iron to the extent of about 5 to 6 percent is 
desirable in good brick earth. It helps as lime to fuse sand. It also imparts red color to 
the bricks. The excess of oxide of iron makes the bricks dark blue or blackish. If, on the 
other hand, the quantity of iron oxide is comparatively less, the bricks will be yellowish 
in color.  
5. Magnesia: A small quantity of magnesia in brick earth imparts yellow tint to the bricks 
and decreases shrinkage. But excess of magnesia leads to the decay of bricks. 
 
Harmful Ingredients: The ingredients like, lime, iron pyrites, alkalis, pebbles, organic 
matter should not present in good brick earth. 
 
Requirements of good brick earth  
A good brick earth should satisfy the following requirements:  
 a) It should have required proportion of clay, sand and other ingredients. 
 b) It should be free from harmful ingredients like alkalies and Iron Pyrities, etc. 
 c) It must be free from pebbles, lumps and other organic matter.  
d) It should not shrink, warp or crack excessively. e) It should become homogenous on 
thorough mixing. 
 
Manufacture of Bricks  
The manufacturing of brick involved the following operations: 
 1. Preparation of clay  
2. Moulding 
 3. Drying & 
4. Burning 
 



Preparation of Clay The preparation of clay involves following operations: 
 a) Unsoiling : Top layer of 20cm depth is removed as it contain impurities.  
b) Digging : Clay dug out from ground is spread on level ground about 60cm to 120cm 
heaps.  
c) Cleaning: Stones, pebbles, vegetable matter etc removed and converted into powder 
form.  
d) Weathering: Clay is exposed to atmosphere from few weeks to full season.  
e) Blending: Clay is made loose and any ingredient to be added is spread over the top by 
turning it up and down in vertical direction. 
 f) Tempering: Clay is brought to a proper degree of hardness, then water is added to 
clay and whole mass is kneaded or pressed under the feet of men or cattle. For large 
scale, tempering is usually done in a pug mill.  
Process: - Clay with water is placed in pug mill from the top. When the vertical staff is 
rotated by electric power, steam or diesel or turned by pair of bullocks, Clay is 
thoroughly mixed up by the actions of horizontal arms and knives. When clay is 
sufficiently pugged, hole at the bottom of tub, is opened out and the pugged earth is 
taken out from ramp for the next operation of moulding. 
 
Moulding  
Clay, which is prepared form pug mill, is sent for the next operation of moulding.  
Following are the two ways of moulding 
 d Moulding: Moulds are rectangular boxes of wood or steel, which are open at top and 
bottom. Steel moulds are more durable and used for manufacturing bricks on large scale 
Bricks prepared by hand moulding are of two types: a) Ground moulded bricks b) Table 
moulded bricks 

 

The Manufacturing of bricks is consists of  following processes: 
 
 

1.  Preparation of brick clay 

2.  Moulding of Bricks 

3.  Drying 

4. Burning of bricks 

First two operations are already discussed in the previous two parts of the article in the same 
blog. In this blog I am going to discuss with you the Drying and the Burning of the bricks: 
 
 Drying Of Bricks:  

 
Drying of the bricks at lower temperature is done to strengthen the bricks to have sufficient 
strength so that they do not crack or crumble while holding and carrying them in hand. 



Finally bricks are to be stacked in the kiln, but they must possess the sufficient strength to 
maintain their shape while the transportation and loading operations, so drying of the bricks is 
important process. Drying of the bricks can be done in two ways: 
 
 
(a) Natural Drying: Natural drying is done by putting the bricks in the under the air circulation, 
generally avoided to direct Sun-light. 
 
 
(b) Artificial Drying: In artificial burning bricks are put under a temperature of about 120 
degrees Celsius in a tunnel like structure where arrangements are there to maintain the 
temperature. 
These tunnel kilns can be period or continuous. In periodic kilns the bricks are dried periodically 
but in the continuous they are put continuously at one end and dried bricks are taken out at the 
other end. 
 
 
 Burning of Bricks:  

 
Bricks are burned at high temperature to gain the strength, durability, density and red color 
appearance. 
All the water is removed at the temperature of 650 degrees but they are burnt at an 
temperature of about 1100 degrees because the fusing of sand and lime takes place at this 
temperature and chemical bonding takes between these materials after the temperature is 
cooled down resulting in the hard and dense mass. 
 
 Bricks are not burnt above this temperature because it will result in the melting of the bricks 
and will result in a distorted shape and a very hard mass when cooled which will not be 
workable while brickwork. Bricks can be burnt using the following methods: 
(a) Clamp Burning 
(b) Kiln Burning 
 
   Clamp Burning:  

 
Clamp is a temporary structure generally constructed over the ground with a height of about 4 
to 6 m. It is employed when the demand of the bricks is lower scale and when it is not a 
monsoon season. 
 
 This is generally trapezoidal in plan whose shorter edge among the parallel sides is below the 
ground and then the surface raising constantly at about 15 degrees to reach the other parallel 
edge over the ground. 
 



 A vertical brick and mud wall is constructed at the lower edge to support the stack of the brick. 
First layer of fuel is laid as the bottom most layer with the coal, wood and other locally available 
material like cow dung and husk. 
 
Another layer of about 4 to 5 rows of bricks is laid and then again a fuel layer is laid over it. The 
thickness of the fuel layer goes on with the height of the clamp. 
 
After these alternate layers of the bricks and fuel the top surface is covered with the mud so as 
to preserve the heat. 
Fire is ignited at the bottom, once fire is started it is kept under fire by itself for one or two 
months and same time period is needed for the cooling of the bricks.  
 
 Disadvantages of Clamp burning:  

 
1. Bricks at the bottom are over-burnt while at the top are under-burnt.  

2. Bricks lose their shape, and reason may be their descending downward once the 
fuel layer is burnt. 

3. This method cannot employed for the manufacturing of large number of bricks 
and it is costly in terms of fuel because large amount of heat is wasted. 

4.  It cannot be employed in monsoon season. 

 
 
 Kiln Burning:  

 
Kiln is a large oven used for the burning of bricks. Generally coal and other locally available 
materials like wood, cow dung etc can be used as fuel. They are of two types: 
(a) Intermittent  Kilns. 
(b) Continuous Kilns. 
 
 
 Intermittent Kilns  

 
are also the periodic kind of kilns, because in such kilns only one process can take place at one 
time. Various major processes which takes place in the kilns are: 
 
Loading, unloading, Cooling, and Burning of bricks. 
 
There are two kind of intermittent kilns: 
(i) Up-draught Intermittent Kilns 
(ii) Down draught Intermittent Kilns 
 



Down draught kilns are more efficient because the heat is utilized more by moving the hot 
gases in the larger area of the kiln. In up draught kilns the hot gases are released after they rise 
up to chimney entrance. 
 
 Continuous Kilns:  

 
These kilns are called continuous because all the processes of loading, unloading, 
cooling,  Heating, pre-heating take place simultaneously. They are used when the bricks are 
demanded in larger scale and in short time. Bricks burning is completed in one day, so it is a fast 
method of burning. 
There are two well known continuous kilns: 
 
 Bull's Trench Kiln:  

 
Bull's trench kiln consist of a rectangular, circular or oval plan shape. They are constructed 
below the ground level by excavating a trench of the required width for the given capacity of 
brick manufacturing. 
 
This Trench is divided generally in 12 chambers so that 2 numbers of cycles of brick burning can 
take place at the same time for the larger production of the bricks. Or it may happen that one 
cycle is carried out at one time in all the 12 chambers by using a single process in the 2-3 
chambers at the same time. 
 
The structure is under-ground so the heat is conserved to a large extent so it is more 
efficient.  Once fire is started it constantly travels from one chamber to the other chamber, 
while other operations like loading, unloading, cooling, burning and preheating taking place 
simultaneously. 
 
Such kilns are generally constructed to have a manufacturing capacity of about 20,000 bricks 
per day. The drawback of this kiln is that there is not a permanent roof, so it is not easy to 
manufacture the bricks in the monsoon seasons. 
 
 

Unit –iii 

Shallow foundations: 

Shallow foundations are constructed where soil layer at shallow depth (upto 1.5m) is able to 

support the structural loads. The depth of shallow foundations are generally less than its width. 

The different types of shallow foundation are: 
 Strip footing 



 Spread or isolated footing 

 Combined footing Strap or cantilever footing 

 Mat or raft Foundation. 

Strip Footing: 

A strip footing is provided for a load-bearing wall. A strip footing is also provided for a row of 

columns which are so closely spaced that their spread footings overlap or nearly touch each 

other. In such a case, it is more economical to provide a strip footing than to provide a number 

of spread footings in one line. A strip footing is also known as continuous footing. 

 

Spread or Isolated Footing: 

A spread footing (or isolated or pad) footing is provided to support an individual column. A 

spread footing is circular, square or rectangular slab of uniform thickness. Sometimes, it is 

stepped or haunched to spread the load over a large area. 

 

3. Combined Footing: 

A combined footing supports two columns. It is used when the two columns are so close to 

each other that their individual footings would overlap. A combined footing is also provided 



when the property line is so close to one column that a spread footing would be eccentrically 

loaded when kept entirely within the property line. By combining it with that of an interior 

column, the load is evenly distributed. A combined footing may be rectangular or trapezoidal in 

plan. 

 

4. Strap or Cantilever footing: 

A strap (or cantilever) footing consists of two isolated footings connected with a structural strap 

or a lever. The strap connects the two footings such that they behave as one unit. The strap is 

designed as a rigid beam. The individual footings are so designed that their combined line of 

action passes through the resultant of the total load. a strap footing is more economical than a 

combined footing when the allowable soil pressure is relatively high and the distance between 

the columns is large. 

 



5. Mat or Raft Foundations: 

A mat or raft foundation is a large slab supporting a number of columns and walls under the 

entire structure or a large part of the structure. A mat is required when the allowable soil 

pressure is low or where the columns and walls are so close that individual footings would 

overlap or nearly touch each other. 

Mat foundations are useful in reducing the differential settlements on non-homogeneous soils 

or where there is a large variation in the loads on individual columns. 

ARCHES 

Arches are structural members used in a building to bridge across the opening of doors, 
windows, or cupboards etc. to support the weight of the superimposed masonry by arch action.  
Arch action;-It consist of small wedge shaped units joint together by mortar.  
But arches made of steel and Rcc are built in single unit without the use of wedge shaped units 
and are used for bridge constructions.  
Terms;-  
Intrados:-the inner curve of arches  
Soffit- Inner surface of arch  
Extrados- Externalcurve of arch  
Voussoirs-wedge shaped unit forming courses of an arch  
Skewback- inclined surface of abutment.it is prepared to receive the arch  
Springer - first voussoirs at springing level on either side of arch which is adjacent to skewback  
Crown - highest point of extrados  
Key - wedge shaped unit at crown of arch. It is made prominent by making it of larger section 
nad projected above and below the outline of arch.  
Abutment - the end support of arch  
Piers - intermediate support of an arcade.  
Springing point- point from which curve of arch springs  
Springing line- imaginary horizontal line joining 2 springing points  
Span - clear horizontal distance between supports  
Rise - clear vertical distance between highest point on intrados and springing line  
Centre- geometrical centre of arch curve  
Ring- circular course forming on arch  
Depth or height- perpendicular distance between intrados and extrados  
Spandril- irregular triangular shape formed between extrados and horizontal line drawn 
tangent to crown  
Haunch- the lower half portion of arch between crown and skewback  
Arched - row of arches supporting a wall above and supported by piers  
Thickness of soffit- horizontal distance measured perpendicular to the front and back face of an 
arch  



Impost - projecting course at upper part of a pier and abutment to stress the springing line.  
The arch may be defined as a mechanical arrangements of wedge shaped blocks of stone or 
bricks which mutually support each other and entire arch is supported at ends by piers or 
abutments. The wedge shaped units are so arranged together along a curve line that they 
balance their own weight by mutual pressure and exert a vertical pressure only which can be 
sustained by support below.  
Stability consideration  
• Stability of arches depends on friction between surfaces of voussoirs and cohesion of mortar.  

• Stability of arches is endangered by  

(i) Crushing of arch material  

(ii) Sliding of voussoirs  

(iii) Rotation / overturning about an edge  

(iv) Differential settlement of supports  
 
To maintain the stability or equilibrium of arches, points to be noted  
(I) Crushing of arch ;-  
 
To prevent crushing of arch material which occurs when thrust at some point of arch creates 
the safe crushing strength of material, points considered are:-  
(a) Size of voussoirs should be adequate to resist anticipated thrust.  

(b) For small spans , thickness at arch ring is kept uniform from crown to springing.  
Thickness of ring = 112 * span Or thickness = 20 cm for span upto 1.5 m  
= 30 cm for span between 1.5m to 4m  
= 40 cm for span between 4m to 7.5 m  
(c) For large spans (> 7 cm) , thickness of arch ring may be increased at springing by about 20% 
to thickness at crown.  

(d) Only first class blocks should be used and for large spans arches may be strengthened by 
steel reinforced so that safe crushing strength is not exceeded.  

(II) Sliding of voussoirs :- To prevent sliding of one over after-:  

(a) All bed joints should be perpendicular to the line of the least resistance, normally they are 
made normal to the curve of arch, where they are nearly perpendicular to the line of least 
resistance.  

(b) Depth of the voussoirs should be adequate to resist the tendency of joints to open and slide 
upon one after other.  

(III) Rotation about wedge -:To prevent this  

(a) Line of resistance/thrust at any section should be within middle third of arch height.  



(b) Thickness of arch and its curve are so designed that time of thrust atleast fall within the 
section and crosses each joint away from edge.  

(IV) To safeguard against differential settlement :-  

(a) Abutments should be sufficiently strong to resist the thrust of arch due to self-weight and 
superimposed loads.  
 
For abutments of ample size – segment arch is strongest  
For smaller size of supports- semi-circular / pointed arch is used  
Semi-circular arch is strongest and exerts no thrust on abutments and piers.  
(b) Whatever may be the shape of arch, it should be symmetrical to avoid differential 
settlement of support.  
Types of arches  
(I)Classification according to no. of centres -: Outline of intrados / soffit may be formed by a 
single arc / combination of arcs of various radii and centres and so named as one centre, two 
centred, 3 centred arcs  
* One centred arch- They have only one centre .The types are semi-circle, segmental arch(less 
than a semi-circle), horse shoe arch (more than a semi-circle),  
Stilted arch (semi-circular with 2 verticals portions at springing’s), bulls eye arch (complete 
circular arch)  
* Two centred arch- They are  
(a)Blunt arch- Both centres are within the arch itself.  
(b)Gothic/Equilateral/pointed arch-Radii of arches are equal to span and centres are on 
springing points.  
(c)Acute/laneet arch-both the centres lie on the springing line but outside the springing points.  
* Three centred arch-  
(a)Elliptical arch-It is the form of semi ellipse, Two centres are used for making up the ends and 
the third is used to draw the central position.  
(b)3 centred drop arch-procedure here is reversed. Ends of the arch formed by arc, central 
portion is drawn by the other 2 centres.  
*Four centred arch-Two arch are on the springing line and two are  
Below the springing line.  
*five centred arch-It looks like semi-elliptical arch. Its procedure is as following  
(i) first draw the springing line and divide into 5 parts.  
(ii)With centres as A and B draw arches of radius equal to span intersecting at point C5. Join C5 
with 2 and 3.and produce indefinitely.  
(iii)With centres as C1 and C2 and radius 3 divisions(i/e 1-4) draw arches intersecting at 4.  
(iv)Join OC1 and OC2 intersecting lines C5-2 and C5-3 and C3 and C4.  
(v)points C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 are the centre of the arch.  
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SHAPE FORMED BY SOFFIT/INTRADOS-:  
(I)FLAT ARCH (straight/ square / camber arch)-:  



The extrados is horizontal and intrados is given a slight rise/camber of about 10 to 
15mm/metre width of span so as to allow for slight settlement of it. The angle of skewback with 
horizontal is usually 60 degree. The depth of the arch is generally kept 3 or 4 courses of brick.  
They are limited to span upto 1.5m unless strengthened by steel reinforcement.  
(II)French / Dutch arch-: Similar in design with flat arch but differs in method of construction. 
This is not so sound in construction and so used for small inside opening or narrow spans only.  
(III)Semi-circular arch-: The shape of the arch soffit is a semi-circle. The centre of the arch lies 
on the springing line.  
(IV)Segmental arch-:The centre lies below the springing line. The bed joint of voussoirs radiate 
from the centre of arch. Depth may be 20cm, 30cm or multiple of half brick. Commonly used 
for arch.  
(VI)Relieving arch-:Generallyconstructed over a wooden lintel or over a flat arch. It relieves the 
load of lintel or flat arch. The ends should be kept inside the solid wall. These days lintels 
restrict the use of relieving arch.  
(VII)Pointed arch / Gatchic –It is formed intersection of curves at crown.Ther are 5 forms of 
these types of rches.i/e drop , equilateral , tudor, larcet and venetin.  
(VIII)Venetin arch-: This one form of pointed arch which has a deper depth at crown other than 
arch springing line. It has 4 centres on springing line.  
(IX) Floreutine arch-: Similar to venetian arch except that the intrados consist of a semi circular 
curve. It has three centres of springing line.  
(X)Semi-circular arch-:It is formed by more than one centre usually 3 or 5 centres.  
(XI)Horse shoe arch-:It has a horse shoe like.  
(XII)Stilted arch-: (a) 2 cusped arch -:This arch with 2 cups has centres at different level. This 
arch can be made in various forms and used for decorative purposes. This is not structurally 
efficient.  
(c) Corbel arch-: It shape justifies its name it does not have arch action. Here each course is 
cantilevered out over the course below until the two sides meet. This is the oldest form of arch 
and not used in modern buildings.  
 
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP INVOLVED IN 
CONSTRUCTION  
Stone Arch-  
Rubble Arch-  
*They are made of roughly dressed stones arranged and fitted into a definite arch shape by 
cement.  
*All the stones used may not be of same size and so joints are thicker.  
*They are relatively weak and so used for interior types of works.  
*Their use is limited to span of 1 m.  
*Up to a thickness of 40 cm stones are laid in one ring for full depth .  
*for greater thickness than 40 cm two rings alternative courses of harder and stretcher.  
Ashler Arch-  
*Here strong are properly cut and dressed to true wedge shape (i. e voussoirs)  
*Up to a depth of 60 cm, voussiors are made of full thickness of arch and are set in time 
(cement mortar)  



*To known the no. and size of voussoirs and the key stove of arch, a full size arch is first set out 
on platform level and then sizes of stones are marked on platform after leaving a gap for joints. 
Templates are made for voussoirs and key stone of required shape, finally stones are out and 
dressed to wedge shapes of templates and arch is laid.  
*They have good appearance and used for superior work.  
They have laid as heading and stretcher alternatively. When thickness is large, only the stone is 
made of full thickness of arch ring.  
Brick Arch  
Rough Brick Arch-  
*Made with ordinary bricks, which are net wedges shaped and so joints are wider at extrados 
than the intrados.  
*Generally they are constructed with half brick rings.  
*They are cheap, poor in strength and appearance (suitable for consealed work)  
Rough Cut Brick Arch-  
*Ordinary bricks are roughly cut with a brick laying are to form wedge shaped voussoirs. So 
joints are not appealing to eyes.  
*They are considered not appealing to eyes and so unsuitable for exposed work  
*Used where facing brick work is finished with plaster coat.  
Gauged Brick Arches  
GAUGED BRICK-  
*Bricks prepared to exact size and shape of voussoirs by cutting and dressing.  
*Joints are very fine, thin and radially.  
*Hard bricks can not be used due to difficulty in cutting to true wedge shape.  
*So special bricks called rubber bricks are which can be cut and dressed easily to required 
shape.  
*They are cut by saw and finished by rubbing with stone.  
*To get thin and fine joint, lime purely is used to bind voussoirs.  
PURPOSE MADE BRICKWORK-  
*Superior type arch work to get fine and thickness.  
*putty lime is used for binding blocks.  
Concrete Archery  
Precast Concrete Block Archery-  
*For small building opening, precast concrete blocks are used in cement mortar for arch 
construction.  
*Concrete blocks for voussoirs, key blocks, skewbacks of required dimension is prepared from 
concrete mix and cured for 2-weeks. They are without steel reinforcement. They are successful 
in India for important building and bridges.  
Monolithic Concrete Arches-  
*They are constructed from cast in-situ concrete with / without reinforcement depending on 
span and force frequently used for roofing of building, culvert and bridges.  
*The construction for small spans and ordinary loads can be made with plane concrete. For 
large span RCC arches are used.  
*For roofing arches, rise of 5 cm for every 30cm of span is allowed when lime concrete is used 
in arch work.  



*Normally arch thickness greater than 15cm up to span of 3m and beyond this 4 cm should be 
added for each additional 30 cm more.  

*Proper frame work and centering is provided to support fresh concrete during construction. 

Entire work should be kept for at least two weeks. 

TERAZZO FLOORING 

Terrazzo is a concrete surface with special aggregate of marble chips(or other decorative 
material) mixed with white or colored cement in proportion of 3:1(three marble chips : one 
cement). 

Materials 
  

 

  

 The flooring may be laid in different thicknesses. 40mm thick flooring will consist of a 6-8 

mm thick layer of terrazzo topping and 34-40 mm thick under layer of cement concrete 

1:2:4. 

 Prior to laying flooring, the whole area is divided into suitable panels by use of dividing 

strip (made from copper, brass, aluminium or glass) , in order to reduce the risk of 

cracking, the area of a panel shall not exceed 2sq m. 



 

 The concrete under layer is then spread, consolidated, leveled and finished to a slightly 

rough surface . 

 When the under layer has harden sufficiently, already prepared plastic terrazzo mixture is 

laid and compacted thoroughly by tamping or rolling.  

 After tamping or rolling, the surface is floated and troweled and left to dry out for 12 to 18 

hours. 

 After this period the surface is cured under standing water for 2 days.  



  

Types of Terrazzo Flooring 

 

  

1. Portland Cement Terrazzo is a type of flooring using a Portland cement matrix composed of 

marble or granite chips, Portland cement and water, to which colour pigment may be 

added. 

2. Other types of Terrazzo are available, e.g. epoxy matrix terrazzo polyacrylate terrazzo and 

epoxy bonded. 
  

 

It shall be Natural Portland Cement and shall confirm to the standard (I.S.I) specification ,in case 
of White Portland Cement, it shall be approved by the architect.  
It shall be free from impurities. 
It shall have the required tensile and compressive stresses and fineness. 



  

 Colours: 
  

 

Colour pigments shall be lime proof and non-fading - as approved by the architect. 
  

 Division Strips: 
  

 



It shall be Either Glass strip (4mm thk) , plain Asbestos sheet (5mm thk) , P.V.C 
strips/ Aluminium strip /Brass strip (2mm thk). 
Strips of stone or marble or any other material of specified thickness can also be used if 
specifically req. 
Strips for dividing terrazzo shall be the heavy-top type. 
Strips for dividing terrazzo shall be submitted for architect’s approval. 
  
  

 Sand: 
  

 
  
Sand shall be  sharp, coarse, clean, screened sand, free from all deleterious materials. 
  

 Marble Chips: 

 



 It shall be white or pink Makran ,black Bhainslana ,Chittoor black ,Jaisalmer yellow ,Baroda 
green ,Dehradun white ,Chittoor pink ,yellow Patam Cherala(Madras), grey Gadu (Surat), 
Chittoor green and yellow and Alwar black or as specified. 
It shall be hard ,sound ,dense and homogeneous in texture with crystalline and coarse grains. 
It shall be uniform in colour and free from stains , cracks , decay and weathering. 
  
 Procedure and workmanship 
  

  

  

 The cement and marble powder shall be mixed in the proportion of three parts of cement 

to one part marble powder by weight. 

 For every part of cement marble powder mix, the proportion of aggregate by volume shall 

be according to table:   

 



 
  

 Where the aggregate of size larger than 10mm are used then the min. thickness of topping 

shall not be less than 1-1/2 times the max. size of chips. 

 Where large size chips such as 20mm or 25mm are used, they shall be used only with flat 

shape and bedded on the flat face so as to keep the min. thickness of wearing layer. 
  

 
  

 The cement to be used shall be ordinary grey cement, white cement, coloured cement with 

add mixture of colouring matter of approved quality. 

 Colouring materials where specified shall be mixed dry thoroughly with the cement and 

marble powder and then marble chips added and mixed. 



 This mixture shall be stored in a dry place and well covered and protected from moisture. 

 The dry mortar shall be mixed with water in the usual way as and when required. 

 The mixed mortar shall be homogeneous and stiff and to contain just sufficient water to 

make it workable. 
  

 The terrazzo topping shall be laid while the under layer is still plastic, but has hardened 

sufficiently to prevent cement from rising to the surface. 

 This is normally achieved between 18 to 24 hrs. after the under layer has been laid. 

 A cement slurry preferably of the same colour as the topping shall be brushed on the 

surface immediately before laying is commenced. 

 It shall be laid to a uniform thickness slightly more than that specified in order to get the 

specified finished thickness after rubbing. 
  

 
  

 The surface of the top layer shall be trowelled over, pressed and brought true to required 

level by a straight edge and steel floats in such a manner that the max. amount of marble 

chips come up and are spread uniformly over the surface. 
  
Polishing 
  



 Polishing shall be done by machine. About 36 hrs after laying the top layer, the surface 

shall be watered and ground evenly with machine, fitted with special rapid cutting grit 

blocks, (carborundum stone) of coarse grit (no. 60) till the marble chips are evenly exposed 

and the floor is smooth. 

 After the first grinding, the surface shall be thoroughly washed to remove all grinding mud 

and covered with the grout of cement and colouring matter in the same mix and 

proportion as the topping in order to any pin holes that appear. 

 Where machine polishing is not possible it shall be done by hand. 

 

 Curing  
  

 The surface shall be allowed to cure for 5 to 7 days and then rubbed with machine fitted 

with fine grit blocks(no.120). 

 The surface is again cured for 3 to 5 days after cleaning and repairing. 

 Curing shall be done by suitable means such as laying moist sawdust or ponding water. 
  
Finishing 



  

 Finally the third grinding shall be done with machine fitted with fine grade grit 

blocks(no.320), to get even and smooth surface. 

 After the final polish oxalic acid shall be dusted over the surface @ 33 grams per sq.meter 

sprinkled with water and rubbed hard with nemdah block(pad of woolen rags). 

 The following day, the floor shall be wiped with a moist rag and dried with a soft cloth and 

finished clean. 
  
Measurements 
  

 Length and breadth shall be measured correct to a cm. 

 The area as laid shall be calculated in sqm. Correct to two decimal places. 

 The thickness of under layer shall be measured correct to a cm. 

 The thickness of top layer shall not be less than that specified. 

 Terrazzo (marble chips) flooring laid as floor borders ,margins and similar bands up to 

30cm width and on staircase treads shall be measured ,but extra shall be paid for such 

work. 

 Dividing strips shall be described stating the materials ,its width and thickness measured in 

running metres. 

 Special surface finishes to treads ,risers and the ends of concrete steps and the like shall be 

measured separately and given in sqm.  
  
  
Rates 
  

 The rate shall include the cost of all material and labour. 

 It shall not include the cost of base concrete and cost of providing and fixing division strips, 

for making panels, which shall be paid for separately.  

 

Scaffolding 

Scaffolding, also called scaffold or staging, is a temporary structure used to support a work 
crew and materials to aid in the construction, maintenance and repair of buildings, bridges and 
all other man made structures. Scaffolds are widely used on site to get access to heights and 
areas that would be otherwise hard to get to.[3] Unsafe scaffolding has the potential to result in 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temporary_structure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buildings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scaffolding#cite_note-3


death or serious injury. Scaffolding is also used in adapted forms for formwork and shoring, 
grandstand seating, concert stages, access/viewing towers, exhibition stands, ski ramps, half 
pipes and art projects. 

There are five main types of scaffolding used worldwide today. These are Tube and 
Coupler (fitting) components, prefabricated modular system scaffold components, H-frame / 
facade modular system scaffolds, timber scaffolds and bamboo scaffolds (particularly in China). 
Each type is made from several components which often include: 

 A base jack or plate which is a load-bearing base for the scaffold. 

 The standard, the upright component with connector joins. 

 The ledger, a horizontal brace. 

 The transom, a horizontal cross-section load-bearing component which holds the batten, 
board, or decking unit. 

 Brace diagonal and/or cross section bracing component. 

 Batten or board decking component used to make the working platform. 

 Coupler, a fitting used to join components together. 

 Scaffold tie, used to tie in the scaffold to structures. 

 Brackets, used to extend the width of working platforms. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tube_and_clamp_scaffold
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